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Enhancing your outdoor life while  

protecting the environment
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We create stunning garden decking using 

the very latest eco-friendly technology. 

Our decking offers additional benefits 

that are only achievable with a composite 

material, while retaining that unique look.

Saving the planet 
never looked so good



Composite decking refers to a new product 

with unique characteristics composed from 

two or more other constituent materials 

that are significantly different (e.g. wood 

and plastic). 

Our composite decking is made from 

60% natural wood fibre and 30% recycled 

HDPE plastic.

Composite Decking



We can retain the natural look and feel of timber with the added 

permanence and strength of plastic, and we do it with style. 

Our DuoDeck composite decking solves many problems linked 

to traditional timber products, like rot, hazardous surfaces and 

colour fading.

Our confidence in our DuoDeck product is proved regularly. It 

is environmentally friendly and sustainable as well as high in 

composite technology.

An elegant solution



DuoDeck is a Co Extrusion  

WPC decking that has two  

colours on one profile.

Your deck can all be one colour, or 

you can introduce a border as well 

using the same decking.

Composite Decking

Find out more at 
 www.duodeck.co.uk
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Our DuoDeck composite decking will 

ensure a fantastic garden area now and 

into the future, partly due to its wider range 

of benefits over traditional timber.

Our quality product is not only eco-

friendly, but also benefits your own social 

conscience.

DuoDeck is extra hard wearing, so it needs 

no additional protective coating such as oil 

or paint, but instead provides an easy-to-

maintain durable alternative to traditional 

timber products. 

It is perfectly safe for children and 

animals too thanks to its unique formula, 

and will not rot or splinter.

There are no adhesives or chemicals 

that are harmful to the environment in 

DuoDeck!

Why Choose DuoDeck

Use your Deck  
during winter as well, 
due to its non-slip 
characteristics



Friendly to the 
Environment



Eco-friendly & 
Responsibly Sourced



No splitting  
or cracking

Natural 
look surface 

& scratch 
resistant

Fully tested 
& certified



Experience the benefits of DuoDeck

Find out more at www.duodeck.co.uk

Environmentally friendly and  
benefits your social conscience

• Recycled plastics

• Each square metre contains over 280 

plastic milk bottles. 

Perfectly safe for children  
and animals

• Safe for bare feet

• Resistant to slipping

• Free from hazardous substances

Easy to maintain and extended  
life expectancy

• No rotting or decaying

• Will never bend, splinter or warp

• No treating, painting or staining required
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Our DuoDeck products are unlike any other faux timber 

product. DuoDeck’s unrivalled likeness to timber set it apart 

from other composites on the market.

The natural grain looks great, feels great and gives maximum 

performance against stains.

Our dual-sided composites come with a reversible two-colour 

option, meaning there is opportunity to create a bespoke finish 

with the two contrasting colours.

DuoDeck elevates composite decking boards to the next 

level. A ‘capped’ design means increased protection against 

the elements (in particular fading) due to a coated layer that 

ensures an extra long life.

Uniquely different



DuoDeck is double-sided, offering you 

more scope for creation with the option for 

two colours!

Two sides of the story

Side One
Antique

Side One
Redwood

Side Two
Carbon

Side Two
Maple



Metal starter clips  
and screws

Colour coded  
end caps

Ask about our 
Composite cladding  

as well!

Plastic Deck clips  
and screws

Colour coded facia strips 
(70mm x 12mm x 3.6mm)

Composite bearers
(100mm x 50mm 

 x 4m in grey)

Accessories available



A darker Grey for the rich  

colour appearance

Carbon

A range of 4 colours with 2 colours on each board*

Composite Decking Colours

Antique

A deep Brown appearance for the 

Hardwood look

Redwood

A blend of light Brown and other 

enhancing colours

Maple

Find out more at 
 www.duodeck.co.uk

145mm

22.5mm

Protective  
Capped Outer  

Layer
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*As printed colours are not 100% accurate, we recommend you call us for a sample

A lighter shade of Grey for that 

modern look



DuoDeck is a Fence Stores Product

www.duodeck.co.uk
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